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Abbreviations and Acronyms

Acronym

Description

DSO

Distribution System Operators

EC

European Commission

EPA

Energy Processing Application

ESCO

Energy Service Company

ESRA

European Safety and Reliability Association

ESREL

European Safety and Reliability Conference

EU

European Union

eXIT

Interdisciplinary research group of the Institute of Informatics and
Applications of the University of Girona

GA

Grant Agreement

ISUW

India Smart Utility Week

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

MVS

Multi-Vector Simulator

PSAM

Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Management Conference

SIG

Stakeholder Innovation Group

WP

Work Package

WPL

Work Package Leader

XRE4S

R+D+I Network Energy for Society
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Executive summary
The second Dissemination and Communication report provides an update on all the
dissemination and communication activities of the project from M17-32. As part of the D8.3
Dissemination and Communication Plan, several strategic and tactical tasks and tools were
proposed to support the goal of creating awareness around the project. The impact and
effectiveness of these tools have been measured and presented in D8.4 First Dissemination and
Communication Report.
This second report includes an update on the communication and dissemination strategy and a
summary of all the communication and dissemination activities from these tasks and tools:
workshop and conferences, liaisons with other EU projects, local meetings, scientific
dissemination, reports and deliverables, additions to the stylebook, website, social networks
and digital channels, newsletters, press releases, videos, conference posters and webinars.
Mitigation actions due to the COVID-19 pandemic and proposed next steps are also outlined in
the report to ensure continuous awareness and engagement in the E-Land project activities and
efforts.
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1 Introduction
E-LAND offers innovation on three layers: community, business, and technology. The
dissemination of project information, work, and results, as well as other means of
communication, for each of these layers, is a crucial aspect for all E-LAND work packages.
Therefore, the overall communication and dissemination of project outcomes are essential for
the effective take-up that is needed for the project’s long-term success.
The communication and activities have therefore been strategically distributed year by year (as
outlined in D8.4), with the first focusing on increasing the knowledge about the project, the
second year showcasing the project to the external stakeholders, the third one ensuring the
continuity of the project in the future and the final year focuses on exploitation efforts to take
the E-LAND Toolbox and methodologies to market.
The purpose of this deliverable D8.5 Second dissemination and communication report is to
provide an update on the communication and dissemination work completed during the period
of M17-M32 These updates include participation in events, scientific publications, liaisons with
other EU projects as well as new marketing material that was released and the key performance
indicators for all these activities. Additionally, the report will give an overview of the KPI
progress, with a focus on future suggestions and predictions. For a summary of the
communication work completed during M1-M16, refer to D8.4 First communication and
dissemination report.
Table 1 - E-LAND Consortium Partners and their abbreviations

Partner Name

Abbreviation

Auroville Consulting

Auroville

Borg Havn IKS

Borg Havn

BYPL BSES Yamuna Power Limited

BSES

Centrul de Resurse pentru Eficienta
Energetica si Schimbari Climatice

CREESC

GECO Global

GECO

Institute for Energy Technology

IFE

Instrumentación y Componentes

Inycom
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Intracom Telecom

ICOM

Reiner Lemoine Institute

RLI

Schneider Electric Norway

Schneider Electric

Smart Innovation Norway

SIN

Universitat de Girona

UdG

University of St. Gallen

USG

Valahia University of Targoviste

UVTgv

2 Dissemination and Communication Activities and Tools
2.1

Dissemination and Communication Activities

The following chapter provides an update on the dissemination and communication work
completed from D8.4 that includes results to M32 This includes updates on the activities
conducted (e.g., events, publications, liaisons with other EU projects) and the tools that were
used to support the activities and the successful delivery of the E-LAND message (e.g.,
dissemination material, social media).
2.1.1

Workshops and Conferences

Despite the COVID-19 situation the project managed to participate in a number of events in an
online format. Table 2 below gives an overview of the events with E-LAND participation.
Table 2 - Reports on Event Participation M17-M32
Partner
Name
SIN &
USG
SIN

RLI

Date

Event Type

02-04-20 Webinar

Description

Event Name/
Media

Type of Audience

Business model innovation in
ELAND (presentation to webinar)

Webinar: Business model
innovation in energy – the
29-04-20 Webinar
confluence of locality, digitization
and sector coupling
Participation Investment planning in multi vector
22-09-20 to a
energy systems: Definition of key
workshop
performance indicators
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Dedicated event to mobility and
urban sustainability. E-LAND project
Organizing
CREESC 04-10-20
and tools were disseminated as an
an event
innovative project on-going in
Romania.
Introducing an open-source
Participation
simulation tool for sector-coupled
RLI
06-10-20 to a
energy system optimization: The
conference
Multi-Vector Simulator (MVS)
Participation
Design of unique business models
to an event
SIN &
for low-carbon Communities with
27-10-20 other than a
USG
Multi-Energy systems of E-LAND
conference
project
or workshop
Presentation of three
papers: ‘’Risk Assessment in
the E-LAND Project’’,
‘’Addressing Cybersecurity
IFE
01-11-20 Conference
in Energy Islands’’ and ‘’Risk
And security Practices:
Experiences From The ELAND
Project’’
Webinar on risk modelling and
IFE
24-11-20 Webinar
communication (Presentation of
”Risk Communication in E-LAND)
Building on experience: What to
Participation
take from individual models for the
RLI
11-01-21 to a
oemof-community (Presentation of
conference
MVS)
Presentation of E-LAND to local
Participation
utilities and municipalities at a
SIN
15-01-21 to a
workshop for the Smart Narvik
workshop
program
Digitalsation in the energy industry.
Participation
CREESC 18-02-21
E-LAND project disseminination
to an event
during networking sessions
SIN

03-03-21

Brokerage
event

Presentation of E-LAND at Indian
Smart Utility Week (ISUW) 2021

CREESC
Organisation
Stakeholder workshop: E-LAND
&
11-03-21 of a
tools and financial model (Romania)
UVTgv
workshop

SIN

UdG

Participation
in activities
organised
15-03-21
Presentation of the project
jointly with
other H2020
project(s)

17-03-21 Webinar

Webinar on data driven solutions
for energy management to
stakeholders in the Energy value
chain.

Deliverable D8.5 - Second dissemination and communication report
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Cluj

General Public

Scientific community

Industry, General
Public

ESREL 2020 /
PSAM 2020

Research and
Industry

ESRA Norway

Scientific
community, Industry
Scientific community

Industry

Digitall 2021

Industry, General
public

India Smart
Utility Week
(ISUW) 2021

Other

-

National
stakeholders from
financial institutions
and Energy National
Authority

Flexibility 2.1:
Demand
response to
Other
Renewable
Energy
Communities
Webinar:
Soluciones
energéticas.
Soluciones para
la digitalización y
la gestión
eficiente de la
energía,
organised by the
XRE4S
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Organization Stakeholder Workshop: E-LAND
22-03-21 of a
tools for multi-vector system
workshop
optimization (Norway)
Organization Stakeholder Workshop: E-LAND
24-03-21 of a
tools for multi-vector system
workshop
optimization (Spain)
Participation
to an event
21-04-21 other than a
conference
or workshop
Participation
to an event
29-04-21 other than a
conference
or workshop

Prticipation
CREESC 20-05-21 to a
conference

Presentation of research activities
and projects of the eXiT group to
industrial partners
Presentation of research activities
and projects of the eXiT group to
engineering students for recruiting.

Forum Industrial
2021 (Virtual
Edition).

Presentation of the E-LAND project
– Sustainability though
intersectorial synergies

Digitalisation and
Energy
Efficiency, 5th
year, in ClujNapoca

Decision makers analyzing the
national, European and corporate
Participation
CREESC 17-06-21
strategies. E-LAND project
to an event
dissemination during networking
sessions.
Several meetings with stakeholders
presenting UdG DSO Toolbox
UdG
30-06-21 Other
algorithms inside of a Lab2market
programme in which the research
group is participating

CREESC

Various
dates

Other

MVS/EPA
community
member cocreation
workshop
MVS/EPA
community
member cocreation
workshop
Jornada Patronat
EPS -Campus
UdG- TECNIO:
Tecnologia i
Competivitat

Pilot community
members

Pilot community
members

Scientific
community,
Industry, General
Public, Policy makers

Scientific
2021 Energy
community,
Strategy Summit Industry, General
Public, Policy makers

Several meetings with stakeholders
presenting the E-LAND project and
tools

-

-

-

Private financial
entities, energy
distributor &
producer, ESCOs,
private businesses,
local authorities

Intended participation on future events
Table 3 - Intended participation on Future Events
Event
Name

PowerAfric
a 2021

Date

23-26
August
2021

Event Type

Description

Media

Type of Audience

Conference

Power systems
integrations,
business
models,
technological
advances,
policies and
regulatory
frameworks for

https://ieee-powerafrica.org/

Research,
engineers, and
practitioners
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the African
continent
ESREL 2021

EUSEW
2021

ENLIT 2021

19-23
Septembe
r 2021

25-29
October
2021

30
November
–2
December
2021

29
Septembe
Sustainable
r–1
Places 2021
October
2021

Ecocity
World
Sumit 2021
USG, GECO

Septembe
r 29, 2021

ISUW 2022

01-05
March
2022

2.1.2

Conference

Conference on
Safety and
Reliability

Conference

Conference
dedicated to
renewables
and efficient
energy use in
Europe

http://esrel2021.org

Research and
industry

https://www.eusew.eu/

Public authorities,
energy agencies,
industry
associations,
businesses, civil
society
organisations and
the media

A series of
energy related
events
intended to
create
Energy
Exhibition
https://www.enlit-europe.com/
collaborations
professionals
for solving the
most pressing
energy-related
issues.
The conference
is the platform
Embassies, policy
for
makers and large
dissemination https://www.sustainableplaces.eu
industrials,
Conference
or research,
/
Researchers,
conduct of
Energy
workshops and
Professionals
networking.
An
innovators,
international
researchers,
conference
engineers,
dedicated to
Conference
https://ecocity-summit.com/
designers, policy
urban
makers,
transformation
environmentalists
s for nature
,
based solutions
Electricity, Gas
International
and Water
Conference and
Internationa
Utilities, Policy
Exhibition on
l Conference
Makers,
Smart Energy
https://www.isgw.in/
and
Regulators,
and Smart
Exhibition
Investors, mart
Mobility for
Energy Experts
Smart Cities
and Researchers

Stakeholder Innovation Group

The E-LAND project currently has 28 members in the SIG coming from 12 European countries,
India, and the United Arab Emirates. The SIG members have signed up to be part of the E-LAND
Stakeholder Community and expressed interest in interacting with the project. The SIG members
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include ESCOs, DSO’s, technology providers, research centres, energy companies, engineering
companies, universities and associations in the energy sector.
The SIG members have participated in the E-LAND webinar Business Model Innovation in Energy
– The confluence of locality, digitization, and sector coupling. Additional details about the
webinar can be found in chapter 2.2.10.
They were also reached out to through News from the E-LAND Project #2, mini-newsletter, sent
out in May 2021 (see Appendix 7.3).
2.1.3

Liaisons with other EU Projects and Programme Meetings

Table 4 - BRIDGE representatives from E-LAND
BRIDGE

Regulations

Business

Customer

Data

coordination

WG

models WG

Engagement WG

Management

Communications

WG
Main contact SIN:

SIN: Sanket

USG: Merla

GECO: Thomas

ICOM: Kokos

GECO: Ioana

Heidi Tuiskula

Puranik

Kubli

Mikkelsen, Bonnie

Isidoros

Badea

Coordinator:
UdG: Joan

SIN: Sanket
Puranik

Murphy
SIN: Heidi Tuiskula

Colomer

E-LAND participated in the virtual general assembly 2.-4.3.2021. Though virtual events are never
as smooth and effective as meeting in person and some challenges in connecting to sessions
occurred, E-LAND had the opportunity to learn about the new projects as well as results from
the project in their final steps. Discussions were active in WG sessions and new collaboration
plans were made. In addition, WG representatives have contributed to various requests and
provided input to the working groups after the Grant Agreement (GA), for example, the
questionnaire from Regulations WG was filled by E-LAND. In M29, SIN participated in the BRIDGE
Consumer and Citizen working group kick-off meeting, and GECO and SIN have since signed up
to participate within the Strategies of Engagement and Group Building and Smart Tools
subgroups. E-LAND has been part of the Horizon Booster free additional dissemination support,
where E-LAND is supported to get more visibility for our project results. This support is provided
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via a project cluster, where E-LAND collaborates with 4 other projects: TDX-ASSIST1,
CROSSBOW2, TRINITY3, and X-Flex4. The first module (A) of the initiative focused on creating the
overview while module (B) focused on concrete dissemination activities, like creating fact sheets
(see figure 1), joint video and potentially organising a joint webinar.

Figure 1 - Horizon Booster Fact Sheet

In addition to the wider BRIDGE and Horizon Booster collaboration, E-LAND has initiated specific
collaboration with Renaissance project around the Indian pilot in Auroville. Preliminary
consultations with Auroville Consulting revealed that as Auroville has recently been active in
several research and innovation projects, there was a large ‘engagement fatigue risk factor for
the community. To mitigate this concern, the E-LAND project has engaged Renaissance – a
similar H2020 project currently active in Auroville – to collaborate on community engagement

1

http://www.tdx-assist.eu/

2

http://crossbowproject.eu/

3

http://trinityh2020.eu/

4

http://xflexproject.eu/
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activities to limit potential redundancies and avoid overburdening the community with cocreation requests. During this reporting period, three coordination meetings have been held
between the projects (lead by GECO), resulting in the streamlining of several community
workshops planned for the fall of 2021 and the sharing of community data previously collected.
In addition to the wider BRIDGE collaboration, E-LAND has initiated specific collaboration with
Renaissance project around the Indian pilot in Auroville. Preliminary consultations with Auroville
Consulting revealed that as Auroville has recently been active in several research and innovation
projects, there was a large ‘engagement fatigue risk factor for the community. Therefore, the ELAND project has reached out to Renaissance – a similar H2020 project currently active in
Auroville – to collaborate on community engagement activities to limit potential redundancies
to avoid overburdening the community with co-creation requests. During this reporting period,
three coordination have been held between the projects (lead by GECO), resulting in the
streamlining of several community workshops planned for the fall of 2021 and the sharing of
community data previously collected.
2.1.4

Local Meetings

On May 20th, Ciprian Comsulea (CREESC) was invited to speak at the national event „Digitalizare
și Eficiență energetică – anul 5 – Cluj-Napoca” (Digitalisation and Energy Efficiency, 5th year) in
Cluj-Napoca. The event’s objective was to increase awareness and understanding of energy
efficiency and ways to improve it through innovative projects and concepts. There were 11
speakers from both private and public organisations who have discussed the themes below:
•

Energy services: Legal provisions and solutions for stimulating the energy services
market, balancing and energy flexibility

•

Consumer information - a vital aspect in promoting energy efficiency

•

Electric mobility - infrastructure, business models, smart city

•

Thermal power plants and heating: assessing the potential for increasing efficiency in
cogeneration and district heating

•

Obligations, audits, and monitoring: implementation options and monitoring issues

•

National action plans for energy efficiency - electric mobility, local initiatives
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Figure 2 - Digitalisation and Energy Efficiency, 5th year Event

CREESC presented detailed information about the E-LAND project, its timeline, objectives, and
toolbox components, highlighting the importance of increasing energy efficiency and relying on
renewable energy in order to combat climate change through local and international
professional synergies.
There were over 220 professional participants from cities all around the country, from private
companies, ESCOs, energy providers, energy distribution companies, NGOs, universities, local
and national authorities.
2.1.5

Scientific Dissemination Plan and Scientific Papers

For coordinating paper writing efforts, brainstorming topics, and identifying topic synergies a
Scientific Committee has been established. The goal of the committee is to ensure that the
project will deliver the 15 papers related to the project. The committee met 4 times in the past
16 months with a frequency of about three months in between. Besides brainstorming paper
ideas and updating on paper progress, the committee also agreed to be a part of the Special
Issue “Multi-Vector Management Systems for Energy Islands” in the open-access journal
Energies (ISSN 1996-1073), which will be guest-edited by Joan Colomer from our partners at the
University of Girona. It has been decided to send around five papers for the Special Energie Issue.
The special issue’s webpage can be found here:
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/energies/special_issues/energy_islands.
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A Zenodo repository for E-LAND was also created to host all the publications and datasets from
the project. The repository is an open-access platform that allows researchers to deposit their
papers, research, and other digital research data. The E-LAND Zenodo repository can be found
here: https://zenodo.org/communities/e-land/?page=1&size=20.
An overview of all the Scientific publications that were published can be found below in Table 5:
Table 5 - Overview of Scientific Publications for M17-32
Type of

Partners

Where was it

Article title

Article keywords

Link

paper

involved

published

Proceedings of

Risk And Security

E-LAND, Risk

https://www.rpso

the 30th

Practices:

Management,

nline.com.sg/proc

European Safety

Experiences From

Project Risk,

eedings/esrel2020

and Reliability

The E-LAND

Privacy, Product

/pdf/5023.pdf

Conference and

Project

Reliability,

and date
published
Conference
paper

IFE
02-11-20

the 15th

Cybersecurity

Probabilistic
Safety
Assessment and
Management
Conference
Conference
paper

IFE
02-11-20

Proceedings of

Risk Assessment in

E-LAND, Risk

https://www.rpso

the 30th

the E-LAND Project

assessment, Safety,

nline.com.sg/proc

European Safety

Privacy and cyber

eedings/esrel2020

and Reliability

security.

/pdf/5072.pdf

Conference and
the 15th
Probabilistic
Safety
Assessment and
Management
Conference
Conference
paper

IFE
02-11-20

Proceedings of

Addressing

E-LAND, energy

https://www.rpso

the 30th

Cybersecurity in

island,

nline.com.sg/proc

European Safety

Energy Islands

cybersecurity, risks,

eedings/esrel2020

privacy, data

/pdf/5428.pdf

and Reliability
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Conference and

protection, system

the 15th

integrity

Probabilistic
Safety
Assessment and
Management
Conference
Conference
paper

RLI + SIN
15-03-20

CIRED

Investment

Sector coupling,

https://zenodo.or

conference

planning in multi-

sector-coupled

g/record/4449969

proceedings

vector energy

energy systems,

systems: Analysis

energy system

of key

simulation, key

performance

performance

indicators

indicators, levelized
cost of energy

Journal
paper

USG
07-12-20

Energy Research

Unlocking the

Digitalization,

https://www.scie

& Social Science

value of

Business model

ncedirect.com/sci

digitalization for

innovation,

ence/article/pii/S

the European

Sustainable energy

22146296203031

energy transition:

transition

57?via%3Dihub

A typology of
innovative
business models

2.1.6

Reports and Other Documents

The E-LAND website hosts the public reports and documents that were delivered up to date, as
well as a list of all the deliverables in the project. All these can be found on the Documents page.
Table 6 gives an overview of all the submitted and planned public documents up to date:
The current document is highlighted in red, while the already submitted documents are
highlighted in grey.
The E-LAND Documents page: https://elandh2020.eu/documents/
Legend:

Deliverables that have been already delivered
Current Deliverable
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Table 6: Table of public deliverables
Work Package

Public Deliverable

N°

N°

WP1

D1.7

Final Project Report

M42

WP2

D2.3

Communications strategy and engagement tools

M7

D2.4

Sustained engagement plan and impact evaluation

M38

D2.5

Final Common Impact Model

M42

WP3

D3.2

Functional and operational requirements

M8

WP4

D4.6

Visualisation software prototype

M24

D4.7

Privacy, security and safety

M24

D5.1

Pilot and system specifications

M17

D5.2

System communication plan

M20

D5.3

Pilot and system implementation plan

M24

D5.4

Pilot and system integration test plan and test

M30

WP5

Deliverable Name

Delivery
Month

report
WP6

WP7

D6.2

Final Pilot Results

M41

D6.3

Toolbox description and Replication guidelines

M48

D7.1

Market and stakeholder analysis

M12

D7.2

Business model innovator framework

M36

D7.4

Business models, exploitation plan and policy

M48

recommendations
WP8

D8.4

First dissemination and communication report

M16

D8.5

Second dissemination and communication report

M32

D8.6

Dissemination and communication final report

M48
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Reports on articles and other press releases M17-M32
Table 7 - Reports on other articles and press releases M17-M32
Partner Name

Date

SIN

20-05-20

SIN

05-06-20

GECO

09-06-20

CREESC

09-06-20

UVTgv, USG

09-06-20

GECO

09-06-20

GECO

09-06-20

GECO, SIN, USG

09-06-20

SIN

11-08-20

IFE

03-09-20

SIN

15-10-20

SIN

12-11-20

SIN

07-12-20

GECO, SIN

16-12-20

SIN, BIKS

05-01-21

SIN & GECO

23-02-21

Description
Market development towards sector
coupled energy system
Significant E-LAND findings: Market
development towards sector coupled
energy system
Reinventing the in-person
workshop: Community engagement in
the times of COVID-19
H2020 – the synergy perspective

Media

Audience

SIN website

all

E-LAND website

all

E-LAND website,
Newsletter

all

E-LAND website,
Newsletter

All

University as an Energy
E-LAND website,
Island: Achieving carbon-neutrality
Newsletter
with the ELAND Toolbox
The E-LAND Toolbox: The Common
E-LAND website,
Impact Model
Newsletter
Building a long-lasting
E-LAND website,
relationship between Europe and India
Newsletter
with green energy
The E-LAND Toolbox: The Business
E-LAND website,
Model Innovator Tool
Newsletter
Bryan presented EU project outcomes
at Svalbard: “The challenges that are
SIN website, E-LAND
faced by the Longyearbyen community
website
are directly related to many of our
projects”
Surfer på batterirevolusjonen
Europower Energi website
Smart Innovation Norway presents ELAND business model challenge to
SIN website
innovators of the future
Post-event: EIT InnoEnergy’s Impact
Challenges 2020 “The students
SIN website
demonstrated a strong ability to think
out-of-the-box”
Blog article: Key performance
indicators for investment planning in
SIN website
multi-vector energy systems
E-LAND: Four energy islands – one
SIN website, E-LAND
goal, Interview with Piloting Leader
website, Newsletter
Port of Borg is investing in battery
systems to ease transition to zero
SIN website
emissions
The E-LAND Toolbox: Aligning
BRIDGE website & BRIDGE
ambitions and expectations in a
Newsletter
successful two-day workshop
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Dissemination and Communication Tools
Additions to the Stylebook

One update has been made to the E-LAND style book during the past 16 months. the E-LAND
pilot logo has been redesigned to include an icon for the new Indian partners from Auroville.
SIN and GECO have collaborated on the re-designing and transformation of the initially designed
pilot icon for the E-LAND pilots. The initial icon featured four elements, three representing the
European pilots and one for the simulated pilots in India. The new icon has been re-designed
into five elements to give the two simulated pilots in India their own icon. Figure 3 shows the
comparison between the old and the updated pilot icon.
Auroville
pilot icon

BYPL
pilot icon

Figure 3 - Old and new pilot icons

2.2.2

Website

The website https://elandh2020.eu/ has been utilized as a dissemination and communication
tool, hosting the project’s news and timeline, the deliverables, communication material and
videos. Additionally, the website has been used to gather newsletter subscribers and members
that want to join the stakeholder community.
The Documents page now hosts all the communication material, the pilot sheets and products
sheets and it will also host the project sheet. The sheets are available for download on the page.
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One additional page was added to the main menu and footer menu, that hosts all the project
videos, webinars, and video interviews in one place, as shown below in Figure 4. This should
make it easier for visitors to the website to effortlessly find the material.

Figure 4 -E-LAND Video Page

Additionally, a community platform has been developed and launched in M31, with the goal of
engaging pilot community members by creating a place for networking and knowledge sharing
on the topics related to energy islanding, the E-LAND Toolbox, and E-LAND pilot activities. The
online community platform has been creating using the online tool Tribe and has been launched
in June 2021. The platform can be found at https://e-land-h2020.tribe.so/ and shown below in
Figure 5 but the plan is to integrate it as part of the E-LAND website as seen below in Figure 6.
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Figure 5 - E-LAND Community Platform

Figure 6 - E-LAND Frontpage
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Table 8 below shows website data related to the number of subscribers gathered through the
website, the number of SIG members and the number of news and videos hosted on the website
up to date.
Table 8 - Project website data

Item

Data

Number of subscribers to the newsletter

77

Number of news items on the website

28

Number of videos on the website

6

Number of SIG members subscribed through

28

the website

Additional data was retrieved from Google Analytics on the 29th of June 2021 which gives more
insight into the website’s performance since the beginning of the project, with a focus on these
past 16 months. Website visits are the most important unit of measure and tell us how many
visitors the E-LAND website had.

Figure 7 - Overview of the E-LAND website analytics M1-M31

As presented in Figure 7 looking at M1-M32, the total number of visitors to the website was
4,733 with 18,150 pageviews. The pageviews number reflects how many pages have been
viewed, loaded, or reloaded in total. The number of sessions tells us how many times a visitor
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has visited the website, which includes multiple visits in a period of 30 minutes. There were
7,257 sessions for the E-LAND website.
The average session duration tells us about how long a user visits the website during a session.
The average session for the last 32 months was 2 minutes and 9 seconds.

Figure 8 - Overview of the E-LAND website analytics M17-M32

As seen in Figure 8, during M17-M32 there were 3442 visits to the website with 12,985
pageviews. The average session duration was of 2 minutes and 5 seconds.
The acquisition reports in Figure 9 below show where the visitors originated from (e.g., search
engines, social media, email) and gives a better overview of the communication efforts
attracting visitors to the website. The majority of the visitors find their way to the E-LAND
website through unpaid search results on search engines, while 26.88% through direct traffic by
typing the website’s URL into a browser. 24.18% were directed to the E-LAND website from
other websites and 11.37% came from social media channels.

Figure 9 - Acquisition reports M17-M32

2.2.3

Social Networks and Digital Channels

Following the social media strategy established in D8.3 Dissemination plan and D8.4 First
dissemination and communication report, the social media channels focused on disseminating
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all the content surrounding the projects related to product updates and milestones, events,
workshops and conferences, and community engagement.
The most key performance indicators to be taken into consideration are the followers, the traffic
and reach. The latter two are summed up under engagements, which represent the total
number of likes, comments and shares on a specific post and they are a good measure for the
performance of the post.
The LinkedIn channel has been used as the main social media channel, as it is the channel where
most of our target audience can be found. The most important news was highlighted here such
as participation in events, news articles, and milestones about the project. The LinkedIn channel
has 157 followers and can be found here: https://www.linkedin.com/company/e-land-h2020project. There have been 16 updates posted up to M32.
Figure 10 below gives an overview of the location of where the LinkedIn followers come from,
with the primary audience from Europe, followed by India.

Figure 10 - Follower Demographics LinkedIn

The Facebook page has been used as a support tool for LinkedIn where similar content has been
shared, surrounding the projects events and milestones. The Facebook page has 123 followers
and 99 page likes. The page can be found here: https://www.facebook.com/elandh2020/. The
page had 19 posts up to M32, with 401 engagements.
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Figure 11 - Post types with the most success on Facebook

Twitter has a limited number of characters as compared to other social media, so this channel
has been used to share in real-time, quick updates. One of Twitter’s main functions is to reach
a larger number of people in a shorter period. The Twitter page has 178 followers and can be
found here: https://twitter.com/elandh2020. There have been 27 tweets & re-tweets up to M29
with 292 engagements. The data in Figure 12 below were retrieved using the social media tool
TweetStats5 and shows an overview of the tweet’s frequency since the beginning of the project.
The x-axis shows the months during which the tweets were sent and while the y-axis shows the
frequency of tweets. Each month has a different color for better differentiation between each
month.

Figure 12 - Overall Frequency of Tweets

5

http://www.tweetstats.com/graphs/elandh2020
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The E-LAND YouTube channel has been used to host the E-LAND video interviews, webinars,
project videos and product videos. The YouTube channel has 6 subscribers with and 714
cumulated views to date.
Besides the E-LAND social media channels, it’s also worth mentioning the joint effort on the
communication and dissemination made by all the project partners on the private or company
accounts, by sharing, re-tweeting or interacting with any content on E-LAND social media, which
has helped increase the reach and visibility of the project. This also attracted new visitors to the
E-LAND website.
An additional digital channel in the form of a community platform has been created and
presented in detail in the previous chapter.
2.2.4

Newsletters

The E-LAND e-newsletter has 77 subscribers in total. Two newsletters were sent up to M16, with
a third E-LAND newsletter6 sent in M19 with a focus on The Community Engagement and
Business Modelling Tools. The newsletter had six articles and was sent to 72 recipients with a
97,2% rate of successful deliveries and a total open of 79. Newsletter #3 can be found in
Appendix 7.1.

Figure 13 - Newsletter #3 Overview

A mini newsletter News from the E-LAND project #17 was sent out in December 2020 focusing
on the piloting to happen in 2021. The newsletter contained one article interview with Farhan
Farrukh, the Piloting Leader for the project. The article also shared the visual representation of
the E-LAND project, together with the E-LAND Project Video. The mini newsletter #1 can be
found in Appendix 7.2.

6

https://us3.campaign-archive.com/?u=939d9fa6e6e6d293ae384da1f&id=91350901b9

7

https://us3.campaign-archive.com/?u=939d9fa6e6e6d293ae384da1f&id=d5e64bd746
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Figure 14 - News from the E-LAND project #1

A second mini newsletter News from the E-LAND project #28 has been shared with the
newsletter recipients and the SIG members in May 2021. The focus was on the Business Model
Innovation Tool Product sheet and animated video. The mini-newsletter #2 can be found in
Appendix 7.3.

Figure 15 - News from the E-LAND project #2

2.2.5

Press Releases

Table 9 reports on the press releases produced during the current reporting period. As stated in
D8.4, the larger-scale press releases for the project will be aligned with the beginning of the
piloting period (M31-M36).
Table 9 - Other press releases
Partner
Name

Description

Media

UVTgv

02-04-20

Website, Twitter and YouTube
updates: First meeting of the
stakeholder innovation group
under E-Land framework

UVTgv

15-04-20

Website update: Integrated
sustainable solutions for
energy prosumers

http://www.icstm.ro

15-04-20

Website update: Sustainable
energy islands - research for
innovative solutions in the ELand projects

http://www.icstm.ro

UVTgv

8

Date

http://www.icstm.ro

Type of Audience
Scientific community,
Industry,
Policymakers, Media,
General Public
Scientific community,
Industry, Civil society,
Policymakers, Media,
General Public,
Investors

https://us3.campaign-archive.com/?u=939d9fa6e6e6d293ae384da1f&id=7d2ec75319
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09-06-20

H2020
–
the
perspective
Newsletter 3)

synergy
(E-LAND

Industry, Media,
General Public, Other

Product Sheets and Pilot Sheets

To better engage the audience and easily communicate the selling points of the tools in the ELAND Toolbox we created a series of product sheets for each of the E-LAND tools. The sheets
have been developed for the three layers for the Toolbox, the community building tools, the
business development tools and the technology tools. The sheets are meant to give a high-level
visual presentation of the main selling points of the tools. The sheets can be found below:

Figure 16 - Common Impact Model Product Sheet
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Figure 17 - Business Model Innovation Product Sheet

Figure 18 - Energy Forecaster Product Sheet
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Figure 19 - Optimal Scheduler Product Sheet

Figure 20 - Data Pre-processing Application Product Sheet
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.
Figure 21 - Multi-vector simulator Product Sheet

Figure 22 - Energy Planning Application Product Sheet
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Four Product Sheets on Privacy, Cyber Security, Risk, and Risk management have also been
developed. They are presented below in Figures 23, 24, 25 and 26.

Figure 23 - Privacy Sheet

Figure 24 - CyberSecurity Sheet
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Figure 25 - Risk Sheet

Figure 26 - Risk Management Sheet
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Additionally, a series of Pilot Sheets were created for the European Pilots, with a focus on their
goals, vision, and impact. The sheets are intended to be shared digitally and when possible, in
print. Two additional sheets are in the work for the Indian simulated pilots. The Pilot Sheet for
Norway can be seen below in Figure 27.

Figure 27 - Norway Pilot Sheet

One project sheet that covers the entire project is in the works. The project sheet will give a
general idea of the project’s goals and pilots together with an overview of the E-LAND toolbox.
2.2.7

Project Video

Due to the travel and in-person meeting restrictions related to COVID-19, the original E-LAND
video plan of three modular videos with a (1) project teaser, a (2) pilot show and tell, and (3)
project results, outlook and impact, has evolved into one singular E-LAND trailer video
presenting the project and the three European pilots and the two simulated Indian pilots. The
video has a duration of 2 minutes and 57 seconds and 283 views on the E-LAND YouTube
channel.
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The E-LAND video trailer will be accompanied by a series of additional videos focusing on each
of the E-LAND Tools. Two video interviews on the Common Impact Model tool and Business
Model Innovation tool have been created by GECO. The videos were shared on the YouTube
channel and accumulated 61 and 58 views. An animated video focusing on the Business Model
Innovation tool was created by SIN and shared on our channels in M27. The video is uploaded
on the E-LAND YouTube channel and has accumulated 126 views so far.
2.2.8

Conference Posters

On 22-23rd of September RLI, SIN and Inycom, have presented the poster Investment planning
in multi-vector energy systems: Definition of key performance indicators at CIRED 2020, the
International Conference and Exhibition on Electricity Distribution.
The poster can be seen below in Figure 28 and also on the E-LAND open access repository
Zenodo:
https://zenodo.org/record/4449969/files/2020_08_24_Hoffmann_ELAND_CIRED_2020_poster
.pdf?download=1
Additionally, RLI has recorded a video on the poster that can be viewed here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bUS97mPK1Dk&ab_channel=ReinerLemoineInstitut
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Figure 28 - CIRED 2020 Poster Presentation

2.2.9

Webinars

Due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, what was originally planned as the REMforum
conference turned into an online webinar on Business Model Innovation in Energy – The
confluence of locality, digitization, and sector coupling. The webinar focused on the
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interconnectedness of energy sectors, technology solutions, and energy communities, as well as
how these dynamics influence the development of sustainable business models.

Figure 29 - Webinar Participants Overview

The webinar had 90 participants from different countries around Europe and some participants
from India. The webinar was recorded and can be found here:
https://elandh2020.eu/videos/.

3 Update on Effectiveness of Dissemination and
Communication Activities
3.1

Update on communication and engagement KPIs

Table 10 - Project dissemination targets

Target description

Target goal
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Number

of

stakeholders

30

101

engaged

in

collaboration

70 %

92 %

stakeholders

200

6005

Number of people reached

2000

2958

actions
Percentage of community
members involved (bringing
together stakeholders from
different

areas

to

collaborate)
Number

of

reached

through social media

In order to find out the number of stakeholders engaged, we tallied the number of stakeholders
that were met and interacted with during site visits. During the last period, it wasn’t possible to
meet with anyone face to face, but we managed to meet with community members (remotely)
during the MVS/EPA workshops. It is important to mention that the overall goal for this target
has been already met.
The percentage of community members involved was calculated by comparing the number of
stakeholders described in D8.3 to the number that were engaged by M32.
The number of stakeholders reached was calculated by summing up all the numbers from all the
communication channels used to reach the stakeholders (N° of unique users on the website, N°
of eNewsletter subscribers, N° of Twitter followers, N° of Facebook subscribers, N° of LinkedIn
subscribers, and the N° of stakeholders engaged in collaboration actions) together with the
number of stakeholders reached via events and publications. This target has been reached.
The result of the number of people reached through social media comes from summing up the
subscribers of LinkedIn and Facebook together with the number of engagements on the
channels. It is safe to say that this target has been met.
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KPI Analysis

The table below has been developed in D8.3 and updated in D8.4. Below there is an update from
D8.4 and a comparison to the new reporting period for M17-M32.
Table 11 - Dissemination KPI's
Status period

Shift since last

M32

period

N° of sessions

6736

+5571

N° of unique users

4369

+3559

16,857

+13747

77

+8

N° of eNewsletters sent

5

+3

N° of subscribers (outside consortium)

28

+19

52,1%

+2,75%

28

+23

17

+14

21

-7

7

+6

208

+208

N° of project synergies developed

4

+3

N° of joint workshops

6

0

Dissemination activities

Project website

KPI

N° of pageviews
eNewsletter

N° of newsletter subscriptions through
the website

Open-rate
Events

N° of events with the E-LAND active
presence
N° of events with E-LAND
presentations

Technical publications

N° of press releases and or articles
published in the local, national or EU
level journals
N° of scientific papers published in
international conferences and journals
Estimated numbers of readers of the
article and/or media releases

Interaction with H2020
projects / initiatives
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Status period

Shift since last

M32

period

N° of followers

178

+103

N° of tweets published

60

+30

221,892

+24703

Dissemination activities

Twitter community

KPI

Total N° of tweet impressions
N° of engagements (retweet, like, link
click)
Facebook community

LinkedIn community

YouTube community

+531

N° of subscribers

123

+42

N° of post published

37

+8

N° of posts reached

12,083

+5256

N° of subscribers

157

+82

N° of news published

34

+16

N° of views

714

+714

6

+6

N° of videos published
Stakeholder involvement

1344

Percentage of community members
involved
N° of stakeholders engaged in
collaboration actions
N° of stakeholders reached

92%

101

6005

+4%

+5

+4839

4 COVID-19 and related mitigation actions
As the situation with COVID-19 changed the narrative of the way we do dissemination and
communication activities a number of mitigation actions have been implemented since D8.4 and
they were touched upon, earlier in the report.
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For paper writing and brainstorming a Scientific committee was formed in order to have an
overview on where and about what we can write papers.
The initial video plan was changed as travel was not possible, so the E-LAND video was created
with video footages from the pilot sites, without the need for travelling.
There was a focus on digital dissemination materials, with a series of Pilot Sheets, Product Sheets
rolled out. An additional Product Sheet is currently being developed.
In-person meetings, workshops, and conferences were modified to be held remotely online. As
a result, few events actually had to be cancelled, but rather, were adjusted or slightly delayed
to accommodate the digital format. Moving on, the project still has a strategy focused on online
meetings and events, also taking into account the growth of online fatigue. With many countries
lifting up some of the COVID restrictions the hopes are that we can soon go back to meet each
other in person.
The scope online community platform was expanded and prioritized to help facilitate the
community engagement work related to WP2. As the dynamic, two-way interaction achieved
with in-person meetings is more difficult to achieve via online meetings, it is hoped that the chat
and discussion forum functionalities of the platform will serve as an additional tool to involve
community members in the co-creation process. Pilot partners and tool developers have been
assigned moderator roles to ensure all aspects of the E-LAND project are given a voice on the
platform.

5 Conclusion
From M17 to M32 the dissemination and communication have continued to successfully
facilitate both internal and external interactions that have helped to increase the visibility and
knowledge of the E-LAND project and the E-LAND Toolbox. The results of the dissemination and
communication activities show progress with many of the targets already met. The collective
dissemination and communication efforts managed to increase the number of social media
followers, e-newsletter subscribers, and the number of SIG members. Additionally, with the new
Communication Platform set up for networking and interaction, the hopes are that the E-LAND
community is set to grow even more. Despite the COVID-19 obstacle to travelling, E-LAND has
participated in many online events, where the project was showcased. The focus of the
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communication and dissemination shifted more on the digital side, which nevertheless proved
to be successful. Great progress has been made on the scientific publications published. E-LAND
also managed to be part of one additional dissemination initiative, the Horizon Booster Results
that help the project get more visibility. Finally, the project continued to be part of the BRIDGE
initiative and foster collaboration with other projects.
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7 Appendix
7.1

E-LAND Newsletter #3
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E-LAND Mini Newsletter #1
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E-LAND Mini Newsletter #2
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